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FOREWORD

Dear friends and collegues,
Bookvica is happy to present to you a spring catalogue with 33
new items!
Even though every book from our catalogue would be
interesting to anyone dealing in early Soviet history, it’s more impressive
to look at its general picture which tells us a story about the country
that actually never happened. The period of 1920s was a time of big
hopes, dreams and plans, still full of experiments and free artistic and
scientific vision. A lof of ideas and projects were never brought to life
but we can gather pieces of information about them from rare artefacts
of the time.
Once again we brought together a selection of items on 1920s
-1930s architecture. Most of the striking constructivist designs from
these books were never realized, and their historical and artistic value
is hard to overestimate.
Children became one of the most discussed subjects as the
first Soviet-born generation (‘children of the October’) was of a real
interest as they were a complete new generation brought up by a new
system of values and ideology. For this section we selected books on
playgrounds, nurseries in kolkhoz, Soviet orphans’ labour, and children’s
stories of the Civil war.
Among the rarest items of the period are the artists’ exhibition
catalogs as they were usually of a small print run and sometimes
disregarded as important.
Literature section reflects on dramatic changes of 1920s with
Mandelstam’s autobigraphical sketches (The Noise of Time) which were
almost not printed, and Mayakovsky’s critical work (How are Verses
Made?) and rare lithographed book of poems in French printed in the
year he died.
Our usual Science section includes work by Vladimir Wagner
on the development of psychic abilities, Trotsky’s vision of Mendeleev
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(Marxist, of course), and Nikolay Fyodorov’s main work, the founder of
Russian cosmism.
The most interesting section is dedicated to the perfoming
arts: works by Tairov and Pudovkin on the experiments in the theatre
and cinema, tour brochures of Kamerny and Meyerhold’s theatre before
they had to ‘go mainstream’, film librettos and brochures about actors of
1920s.
Bookvica team
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[ F I R S T M A N D E L S TA M ’ S ‘ T H E N O I S E O F T I M E ’ ]

Mandelstam, O.E. Shum vremeni [i.e. The Noise of Time]. Leningrad:
Vremia, 1925. 104 pp. 19,5x14 cm. Original illustrated wrappers. Near
fine. Small tears at the top and bottom of the spine, damp stains on a
few pages, Soviet bookshop’s stamp on the back cover.
First edition. One of 3000 copies. Rare.
This is the first prose collection and an autobiographical work
by Osip Mandelstam (1891–1938) from which most of the knowledge
of his early years come from. It was written during the pause he took
from writing poetry at the Crimean spa of Gaspra. The Noise of Time was
written in 1923 but has not taken in publishing until 1925. It is a series of
autobiographical sketches of the late 19th - early 20th century but strictly
speaking it’s not an autobiography: «My desire is not to speak about
myself but to track down the age, the noise and the germination of time».
At that time Mandelstam was trying to earn living with his
literary work. All of his essays were commissioned. Isay Lezhnev, the
editor of ‘Rossiya’ (i.e. Russia) commissioned The Noise of Time but after
it was finished he was bitterly disappointed and rejected it - he was
awaiting for a story similar to his or Mark Chagall’s childhood stories
but this story of St. Petersburg’s jewish boy seemed dull for him. After
that Mandelstam showed the work to Efros and Tikhonov (editor of
‘Vsemirnaia literatura’) but they also said they expected more from
him. So he was left without fee when he badly needed it. Luckily his
wife Nadezhda Mandelstam preserved the manuscript so it went from
magazine to magazine. «Nobody would print a plotless thing without
a class approach or social significance». Everybody including Nikolay
Bukharin and Vladimir Narbut were saying the same: «I can’t publish
it - give me translations». Nadezhda Mandelstam later suggested that
«there had probably been some decision at the top… wherever it is
that ideology comes from - that divided writers into ‘ours’ and ‘theirs’.
Mandelstam and Akhmatova turned up in the extreme category of
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‘theirs’». (After Mandelstam’s last book was published in 1928 his poetry
was ostracized and almost banned). Only Georgy Blok, Alexander Blok’s
cousin, who held private press breathing its last became interested and
published it. Even though critics found his perception of life ‘potted’
they appreciated his depiction and feature of 1880s-90s life and
reaction period.
Cover design by E. Kiliusheva who was an illustrator of
children’s books of publishing house ‘Raduga’ in the 1920s.
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[ M AYA K O V S K Y A S L I T E R A RY C R I T I C ]

Mayakovsky, V.V. Kak delat’ stikhi? [i. e. How are Verses Made?]. Moscow:
Ogoniok, 1927. 54, [2] pp. 15x11,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers.
Very good, wrappers slightly rubbed several stains and owner’s pencil
marks in text.

Worldcat locates
copies in Harvard,
Yale, Columbia,
Amherst College
Library.

Scarce. One of 14500 copies.
First edition of the most elaborate piece of Mayakovsky’s
literary criticism (he’s done only few other critical works and they are
short essays). It includes a description of the way in which he wrote his
poem «To Sergey Esenin», and can be considered Mayakovsky’s credo.
Mayakovsky’s ‘eternal’ struggle for sincerity in art and life is
expressed most clearly in his longest and most substantial critical
text How are Verses Made? The direct reason to write that was to react
once more at the poet Sergei Esenin’s tragic death. Mayakovsky’s first
reaction was poem «To Sergey Esenin». As Mayakovsky considered it his
task to challenge the general feelings of pessimism evoked by Esenin’s
death, his poem on Esenin lacks the elegiac tone that is characteristic
for commemorative poems. It strikes the reader even by the absence
of sympathy with a fellow poet. One of the reasons to write How are
Verses Made? was to explain this seemingly cold attitude and lack of
sympathy. Eventually his text went further than that and became a
general statement about his own making of verse and about the way it
should be done in general.
Mayakovsky gives some of the ‘rules’, for instance, the essential
rule for beginning a poem is a problem in society that can only be
tackled by a work of poetry - the theme, and further - a target. He
intermingles his ‘rules’ with a description of the creative process. For
example, fundamental to all poetry is rhyme. It comes to Mayakovsky
when he walks through the city. (Beekman, K. Avant-Garde and Criticism).
In this book he refers to the verses of A. Kruchionykh, D. Bednyi,
K. Balmont, S. Esenin, and compares their poems with his own.
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[ M AYA K O V S K Y I N F R E N C H ]

Mayakovsky, V.V. Mayakovsky po frantsuzski: 4 poemy / Perevod Andreia
Gippiusa [i.e. Mayakovsky in French / Translated by Andrey Gippius].
Moscow: Izdanie perevodchika, 1930. [2], 46 leaves. 23x19 cm. Original
front cover is preserved, spine and rear cover of modern paper. Some
light restoration to the front cover, lacking staples so leaves are not
bound, some soiling, previous owner’s pencil drawing on the last page
and corrections in the text. Otherwise good.

No copies at the
Worldcat

One of 150 copies. Extremely rare.
The cover (in Russian) and text (in French) were handwritten
by the translator and lithographed on glass to rectos only. Overall 4
poems: For the Voice, Six Monks, Christopher Columbus, Left March.
This edition is made in a tradition of Russian futurist books
- hand-lithographed manuscripts and handwritten hectograph
publications. Unlike the expensive and elevated art books, futurist
books were ‘rough, cheap, small, load out and inside’. A lot of them
were made by Aleksei Kruchionykh (1886-1968), regarded by many as
the father of Russian futurism. He was ‘a kind of a chronicler of the
futurists’ and quite a number of his works were illustrated by famous
artists such as Goncharova, Rodchenko, Rozanova, Malevich, et al. The
only cheaper books were the popular series aimed at the lowest social
classes. By putting such low prices on their works (50 kopecks versus
ten rubles for a typical livre d’artiste) futurists were able to create an
audience, mostly of students. Mayakovsky was one of the futurists and
was among authors of the first futurist manifestos. However taking a lot
from futurism Mayakovsky went far away from it and created his own
unique style.
This book published the year Mayakovsky died is interesting
because it builds a bridge between the poet and Parisian avant-garde
of 1920s for which he never had affection, but it was Paris where a
lot of his former comrades from 1910s worked. In this light the figure
of Andrey Gippius who is responsible for the production of this book
seems curious. We don’t know anything about him and it’s unclear who
the audience for this edition was supposed to be.
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[MAIN WORK OF THE FOUNDER OF RUSSIAN COSMISM]

Fyodorov, N.F. Filosofiya obshchego dela. Stat’i, mysli i pisma [i.e. The
Philosophy of the Common Deed. Articles, Thoughts, and Letters] / edited
by Kozhevnikov and Peterson. Verniy, 1906; Moscow, 1913. V.1. [2], XII,
731, [3] pp.; V.2. IX, 473 pp. 24,5x16 cm. In two modern half-leather
bindings. Good condition.

No copies in the
Worldcat.

Extremely rare set of the first edition of the main work by
Fyodorov. Vol. 1 was printed locally in Verniy (now Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan),
only 480 copies were produced - this explains the level of rarity.
Nikolay Fyodorov (1829-1903) is one of the most interesting
Russian philosophers, futurologist and the founder of Russian cosmism.
During his lifetime he never published his books but preferred to
spread his thoughts in manuscripts, occasionally printing something
but always under pseudonyms. It was done because Fyodorov avoided
the publicity and didn’t like the idea of getting paid for his work.
This edition was prepared by his followers Vladimir
Kozhevnikov and Nikolay Peterson who did it in Fyodorov’s spitir - the
limited number of copies was printed not for sale but to be distributed
among the libraries and the scientific societies.
As a futurist a lot of his highly unorthodox ideas can be found
here: immortality, revival of the dead, ocean and space colonization. The
core idea of Fyodorov’s philosophy is the overcoming of death.
Today Fyodorov is credited with foreseeing the ecological
problems of the 20th century, raising the problem of states and armies
destroying the Earth. He pictures the scene where humans live in a
harmony with the nature, rule it and eventually overcome the death
itself. Fyodorov always regarded the Earth as a part of the universe, so
in his writings there is a lot on space exploration.
One of his other original ideas was his view on the Holy Trinity:
he thought that the Holy Ghost could be regarded as the ‘daughter’ of
God.
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Tsiolkovsky’s famous slogan ‘Earth is the cradle of the humanity
but the humanity should not remain the the cradle forever’ is inspired
by Fyodorov, and Tsiolkosvky can be considered his student. It’s also
known that Korolev studied ‘The Philosophy of the Common Deed’ very
carefully.
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[ M E N D E L E E V A N D T R O T S K Y. C H E M I S T RY I S R E V O L U T I O N ]

Trotskii, L.D. D.I. Mendeleev i marksizm: Doklad chetviortomu
Mendeleevskovu s’ezdu po chistoi i prikladnoi khimii 17 sentiabria 1925 g.
[i.e. D.I. Mendeleev and Marxism: Report to the Fourth Mendeleev Congress
on General and Applied Chemistry on 17th of September, 1925]. Moscow;
Leningrad: GIZ, 1925. 24 pp., 1 port. 22x14,6 cm. In original printed
wrappers. Covers slightly rubbed, foxing, a few pencil marks in text,
bookshop’s stamp on the recto of the rear cover. Otherwise very good.

No copies in the
USA according to
Worldcat.

Extremely rare.
In the beginning of 1925 Lev Trotsky (1879-1940) was
smashed from Stalin, Zinoviev and Kamenev’s coalition, and during the
year he wasn’t involved in political activity. Already in 1927 he was
excluded from the party and in 1929 he was expelled from the country.
The process of his ‘desacralization’ had begun immediately, and since
1938 in every literary source he was considered as ‘the universal villain,
the bastard of the «bourgeois-fascist» hell, the demon of the world
communist system’. This edition is one of the last printed works in
Soviet Union and very rare because of the ban of his works in USSR.
During 1925 he strengthened his position as an ideologist by
publishing a few articles titled «To Socialism or Capitalism?» At the
Mendeleev’s Congress he read his report on Mendeleev and marxism,
and as he was a talented interpreter and orator the report was received
very well.
He claimed that Mendeleev opposed religion in the preface
of The Basics of Chemistry. Trotsky called chemistry the school of
revolutionary thought adding that it was not because of the explosives,
as explosives did not necessarily serve the revolution. Trotsky claimed
that all Mendeleev’s social works were written ‘empirically’, and that one
could only understand his ideas interpreting his science and applying
it to philosophy and sociology. According to Trotsky Mendeleev used
dialectic principle of conversion of quantity to quality, hence he’s a
marxist. By the end of this skillful speech Mendeleev was turned into a
marxist.
Another opinion on the matter had Vladimir Ipatiev
(1867-1952), Russian-American chemist who was present at the
conference, and according to him «if one listened closely to it [the
report], one would had unpleasant impression. Everyone who knew
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Mendeleev, or heard of him, or read his non-chemical works knew that
he wasn’t ever close to marxist ideas. He escaped poverty and knew
the value of money and was very provident. He saved himself a hefty
fortune, and was more like a capitalist but never a marxist. Trotsky
was well-prepared and interpreted the meaning of the periodic law
correctly, his data and interpretations were right but in general this
lecture was useless for chemists. Mendeleev’s quotes that Trotsky used
to prove him even slightly a marxist were useless».
A fascinating meeting of two great minds in one context.
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[ C O M PA R AT I V E P S Y C H O L O G Y I N R U S S I A ]

Wagner, V.A. Vozniknovenie i razvitie psikhicheskikh sposobnostei. Vypusk
chetviortyi: Ot refleksov do emotsii vysshego tipa u zhivotnykh i cheloveka
[i.e. The Emergence and Development of Psychic Abilities. The Fourth Issue:
From Reflexes to High Level Emotions of Animals and Humans]. Leningrad:
Nachatki znanii, 1925. 84 pp.: ill. 23x16 cm. In original printed wrappers.
Loose spine restored with glued paper, tears of the extremities, wrappers
detached from the covers, previous owner’s stamp on the title page.
Otherwise good.

No copies in the
USA according to
Worldcat.

One of 5000 copies. Very rare.
Vladimir Wagner (1849-1934) was a Russian psychologist
and naturalist known for his studies of comparative and evolutionary
psychology. The main idea of his works of 1910s and 1920s was of
comparative genetic method of studying psyche in zoopsychology.
Wagner’s original concept about patterns of emergence and development
of psychic abilities in evolutionary process of animal world presents an
important contribution to study of comparative psychology as it gives
a complex vision of psychic displays at all stages of evolution. Today
Wagner’s comparative method based on evolutionary theory is still of a
current value. His studies constituted zoopsychology as an independent
scientific branch of psychology.
In 1924, Wagner began to produce works, united by a common
theme: «The Emergence and Development of Psychic Abilities». Total
number of such issues was 9, the last released in 1929. This is the
fourth issue with the main focus on reflexes and emotions. In this issue
he provides conclusions to the results of his studies of animals and
humans.
The psychic manifestations of animals and men were considered
by Wagner as a system whose constituent parts (instinct, emotions,
mind) mutually penetrate each other and condition each other’s
evolution. He showed that at the same time they are different abilities,
which were differentiated from one process - a reflex. This provision
was later developed by Ladygina-Kots (see our winter catalogue 2017).
Wagner considered the development of mental abilities in the evolution
process, depending on the type of nervous system in invertebrates
and vertebrates. He showed that psychic abilities are a factor in the
transformation of organisms.
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The most important chapters of this edition are «Genesis and
evolution of typical emotions of vertebrates which are manifested in
language, music and expressive movements» and «Transformation of
emotions under the influence of intelligence». For example, he closely
studied speaking skills, and stated that animal’s and human’s speaking
skills are similar on genetic level: in both cases speech is a display
of emotion in the beginning, it goes through same stages during its
evolution - voice sounds as a display of emotion, then correlation of that
reaction with appropriate instinct, and then correlation of emotional
state with intelligent ability. But evolution of speech which follows the
entry of intelligent abilities and makes speech an acquired skill and not
inheritable, makes it different from animals. Wagner proposed an original
scheme for the emergence and development of mental abilities in the
process of evolution. The laws of the development of the animal psyche
formulated by him were based on the data of morphological evolution.
His research allowed to remove contradictions of psychologists’ views
of the late 19th-the beginning of the 20th century on the mental
manifestations of vertebrates and invertebrates. Later Wagner’s views
were used by Leont’ev in isolating the stages of development of the
psyche.
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Wagner was a darwinist, and he carried out his darwinism
through his studies. In 1896 he defended his PhD dissertation in which
he for the first time in Russian zoology raised a serious question of
studying animal’s psyche, and so became one of the founders of
Russian zoopsychology or comparative psychology. He systematized its
theoretical problems, gave a clear definition of the field of practical
application which led to emergence of Russian zoopsychology. He
introduced an objective biological method, based on three methods,
which made it possible to exclude subjectivism from research:
determining the type of given instinct and its vibrations, phylogenetic
and ontogenetic methods. In the history of Russian comparative
psychology Wagner’s method represents the first experience of
combining various data to determine the psychological nature of the
activity of animals at different stages of evolution. Later this method
was used by Ladygina-Kots, Vygotsky, Voitonis, Fabry, et al.
Wagner’s studies of the instinctive activity of invertebrate
animals were highly appreciated both by foreign researchers and
by Russian psychologists. In 1929 Wagner published his work
«Psychological Types and Collective Psychology» which was banned
and put away to closed archive (‘spetskhran’). After his death, the
originality of his ideas in the study of instincts led to unjust accusations
of idealism and vitalism and distortion of his conclusions. In Soviet
times Pavlov’s studies became canonical, ‘the only right’, and everything
different from it was never a subject of a wide research. Despite the fact
that modern science does not consider instinct as a separate psychic
ability, the data collected by Wagner - on the instinctive behavior of
animals - are of undoubted interest.
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ART, EXHIBITIONS AND
CATALOGUES
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[ F I R S T E X H I B I T I O N O F T H E 1 6 A RT G RO U P ]

Vystavka kartin shestnadtsati khudozhnikov: Catalogue [i.e. Art Exhibition
of 16 Artists: Catalogue]. Petrograd: Pechatnyi dvor, 1922. 12 pp. 15x11
cm. Issued without wrappers. With pencil markings on the first and last
pages, Soviet bookshop’s stamps on the p.12. Otherwise near fine.
No copies in
WorldCat.

Extremely rare ephemera. One of 1000 copies.
This art show opened in Petrograd (St. Petersburg) with
180 works by art group called «Sixteen» (16) consisted of 16 artists:
Belkin, Bobrovsky, Bobyshev, Brodsky, Voinov, Il’in, Kudriavtsev,
Lakhovsky, Naumov, Okolovich, Rudnev, Rylov, Savinov, Sychiov, Feshin,
Shillingovsky. Interesting that mostly all of them had address printed
next to their names in the catalogue. This is a great historical evidence
of St. Petersburg-Petrograd art exhibitions traditionally performed not
only cultural and educational function, but also were the place where
the buyer got acquainted with new works and agreed on the acquisition
of paintings. Acting in Petrograd, the artists’ societies were essentially
exhibition associations with a more or less constant circle of exhibitors.
Another strange thing about this catalogue is a lack of uniformity,
almost like every artist provided whatever information he wanted to
(dates, or techniques, or current owner, or name of the series). Two
artists didn’t even exhibit with a note «works were not delivered for
reasons beyond artist’s control».
A very curious little catalogue as an evidence of tough and
changing times for art (e.g., the last year of famous Peredvizniki’s
group) in a new Russia after the revolution and war. Art exhibitions
of Petrograd during the post-revolutionary period reflected changes in
society and art, attempts of the authorities to include fine art in the
system of state relations, accompanied by a struggle of opinions and
the presence of polar views on the main issues of cultural policy.
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[ A RT I N C L U B S ]

IZO kollektiv v klube: Programmnye, metodicheskie i organizatsionnye
ukazania [i.e. Art Board at Clubs: Guidelines, Program and Organizational
Instructions]. Moscow: izd-vo Trud i kniga, 1928. 29, [1] pp. 17x13 cm. In
original constructivist style wrappers. Repairs of the wrappers and title
page, a few owner’s pencil markings. Otherwise very good.

No copies
according to the
Worldcat.
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Very rare. One of 3000 copies.
Very interesting instructions for clubs on how to educate and
provide artwork with more than 46 titles in annotated bibliography of
recommended books.
In 1920s clubs were the places aiming to gather people,
provide them with knowledge and preferred state social and political
agenda. Art boards were supposed to eliminate art illiteracy by
organizing lectures, seminars, open talks, etc.This is the guide for this
work which was divided into two parts - practical and theoretical. Club
administration had to prepare a plan with consideration that students
have to not only learn but practice in making (and thus providing clubs)
information and advertising signs, posters, ads, pointers, illustration for
wall newspaper, club magazine, painting, mural, montage, organization
of exhibitions, furnishing and decorating, costumes and set designs,
preparations for demonstrations and festivals. So parallel with learning
the theory club members were producing objects for the club life.

[ I N D U S T R I A L A RT ]

Katalog Peredvizhnoi vystavki: Zhivopis’, risunok, grafika, tekstil’ [i.e.
Catalogue of Traveling Exhibition: Painting, Drawing, Graphics, Textile].
Moscow: Khudozhnik, 1931. 31 pp., 23 ill. 17x13 cm. In original printed
wrappers. Few tears of the spine, few pages with pale damp stain.
Otherwise very good.
Scarce. One of 6000 copies.
A very distinctive evidence of an interesting time in Soviet
Russia’s art history - industrial art exhibition during the first five-year
plan of construction. The exhibition was supposed to travel across the
Soviet Union and demonstrate achievements of socialist realism and
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Worldcat locates
two copies in
US libraries
(Getty Research
Institute,
University of
North Carolina).

lift workers’ spirits. Overall 161 art pieces were traveling to such
small and distant towns like Omsk, Groznyi, Smolensk, Tashkent,
Kuzbass, Alma-Ata, Semipalatinsk, Magnitogorsk, Samarkand, etc.
Monumental paintings were not part of traveling group though.
Mainly paintings had distinctive subjects like manufacturing, oil
and coal production, collective and state farms, social types and
portraits, agitprop, et al. Some artists were sent prior to the
exhibition to depict construction of massive objects, and their works
were shown during the exhibition in those towns (like Dneprostroi,
Magnitostroi). Besides paintings by Grabar’, Grigoriev, Deineka,
Zernova, Lentulov, Kuprin, Mavrina, Petrov-Vodkin, Favorsky, posters
were exhibited by Deineka, Klutsis, Svarog etc.
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[ F I R S T P E R S O N A L L E N T U L OV ’ S S H O W ]

Vystavka kartin A.V. Lentulova, organizovannaia k 25-letiiu hudozhestvennoi
deiatel’nosti. 1908-1933 [i.e. The Exhibition of A.V. Lentulov’s Paintings
Organized for the 25th Anniversary of Work Activity. 1908-1933]. Moscow:
[Vsekokhudozhnik], 1933. 34 pp., 1 front., 14 ill. 18x13 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Small tears of the wrappers. Otherwise a very
good copy.

Worldcat locates
two copies in
US libraries
(The Frick Art
Reference Library,
Getty Research
Institute).
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Very rare. One of 1000 copies.
The catalogue of the first personal exhibition of Aristarkh
Lentulov (1882-1943), famous Russian avant-garde artist. It includes list
of all 254 works from the exhibition (in chronological order), two short
biographical notes about the artist and his work, 15 black and white
reproductions not including ‘Cracking’ on the front cover. Exhibition
included paintings and sketches of theatre costumes and set designs.
From 1912 Lentulov became a major influence on Russian
futurism and in particular cubo-Futurism. He was one of the co-founders
of the famous avant-garde group ‘Jack of Diamonds’, and participated in
its exhibitions between 1909 and 1916. This catalogue is a testament
to the Lentulov’s work during the ‘Jack of Diamonds’ period.
Interesting that this exhibition happened in 1933 when Soviet
directive for socialist realism already was in action and the beginning
of the 1930s marked the end of Russian avant-garde. His late turn to
realism and Soviet industrial subjects caused his exception and praises
by Soviet critics as well as work with ‘Jack of Diamonds’ which some
considered leftist (or at least they interpreted some of his works like
that).

[THE END OF FORMALISM?]

O zhivopisi, plakate i skul’pture za XV let: Sbornik statei [i.e. About Painting,
Poster and Sculpture for the Last 15 Years: The Collection of Essays]. M.,
1934. 80 pp., 2 ill. 17,5x13 cm. In original publisher’s wrappers. Minor
tears of the wrappers, cover detached from text block, pale damp stains
on the inner lower corner, Soviet bookshop’s and owner’s ink stamps on
the last page. Otherwise a good clean copy.

A R T, E X H I B I T I O N S A N D C A T A L O G U E S
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Worldcat locates
three copies in US
libraries (Getty,
Met Museum,
The University of
Chicago).

Rare. One of 3000 copies.
First and only collection of all critical materials about two
biggest exhibitions, «The RSFSR Artists for 15 years» and «15 years of
RKKA», printed in Soviet press.
Although the official discussion about formalism took place
in 1936, by 1934 the main course for socialist realism was already
taken, and all formalists from the first 30 years of 20th century were
ostracized. Critics pointed at symbolists, futurists, impressionists et al.
saying to young artists that these were relics of the dying old Russia,
capitalism and bourgeois, basically that this is a bad art. Articles in this
edition praised new socialist realists, marked monumental paintings,
sculptures (also monumental mostly) and portraits (Korin, Mashkov,
Toidze, Lebedeva, Mukhina). Of course art of 1920s was appreciated but
only if it had anything to do with victory of revolution and bolsheviks:
Lentulov, Deni, Moor, Deineka, Kukryniksy, Rosta Windows, Petrov-Vodkin,
photomontage posters by Klutsis, Kulagina, Sen’kin. Some of old artists
didn’t fall into disgrace like Kuprin, Uon, Kustodiev, Grabar’ also thanks
to some of their ‘left’ work. But formalists like Malevich, Filonov, Tatlin
were almost not mentioned by their names, critics referred to them as
‘gaudy little school’ stating the end of it and the beginning of the new
era. But even with this in mind their works were on display and still
mentioned in some reviews.
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[ S T U D Y I N G P L AY G R O U N D S A N D S U M M E R A C T I V I T I E S ]

Glagoleva, L.V. Ploshchadki kak odin iz vidov letnikh zaniatii s det’mi
[i.e. Playgrounds Like One of a Summer Activity for Children]. Leningrad:
Brokgauz-Efron, 1924. 106 pp. 23x16,5 cm. In original printed wrappers.
Some tears of the extremities. Otherwise very good.

Worldcat locates
no copies.

Very rare. One of 4000 copies.
A very attractive edition and a curious work on children’s
playgrounds in cities in early Soviet Russia, first of its kind.
The book includes a short historical study about genesis and
evolution of playgrounds in Russia. The author states that there is no
established method of working with children at playgrounds - only
elements borrowed from foreign methods like Froebel, Montessori,
genetic and ancient greek method, method of central idea. Next chapters
can be considered as recommendations for organizing children’s
playgrounds: how to choose a right place for it, what constructions it
should have, getting animals («every playground should have something
alive, starting from a dog and finishing with maybe a goat»), how to
involve kids into making a garden, what kind of books should it have,
how to arrange hiking during summer (to forrest, field, river, lake, village,
et al.), how to watch nature («Let’s start with the sun and suggest the
children to come to the playground early in the morning to watch the
sunrise and note where it rises, and to do the same in the evening and
note where it sets. If we repeat it for two weeks from the same place,
children will notice that points in which sun rises and sets are different»),
how to throw a celebration and involve children in preparation, how to
organize groups of interest («We know that children are neither patient
nor skilled enough to deal with photographs in a proper way. Young
photographer would always overexpose, or underexpose, or mess up
with developer or fixer, so his work must be corrected by supervisor or
more experienced fellow»). The author also gives estimated questions
and subjects of talk with children, like duties (or wishes) for members of
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the playground, how to build day schedule for summer, parents meetings,
importance of keeping statistics (examples of statistical tables and
forms given in application in the end), playground’s staff. Features and
details of organizing playgrounds in a village are described separately.
Examples of ads about playgrounds from the first years after the
revolution presented in the end as well as list of recommended books,
table with approximate needs in figures for the playground (materials,
tools, etc.), a plan of summer activities for children of one Leningrad
school in 1921 (equipment list, staff, schedule of interest groups, hiking
trips, handmade work, games and organized groups of kids - ‘keepers of
toys’, ‘keepers of board games’, ‘ janitors’, ‘group captains’ etc.).
Overall a great inside view of a idealist phenomenon which
didn’t last for long and transformed into other institutions.

13

[ C I V I L WA R T H R O U G H C H I L D R E N ’ S E Y E S ]

Grinberg, A.F. Detskaia knizhka o svoiom: Kniga o sovetskoi detskoi zhizni
napisannaia samimi det’mi [i.e. Children’s Book About Themselves: A Book
About Children’s Life Written by Children]. Moscow: GMPT, 1925. 140, [3]
pp., [2] maps. 17x13,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Near fine,
slightly soiled.

Worldcat locates
no copies.

Very rare.
This edition was compiled from stories written by children
about themselves and their lives (slightly edited by the compiler). Most
of these children were from orphanages. The compiler doesn’t give
children’s names with one exception - a son of the famous Bolshevik
Podvoisky (in his story he described his trip to Germany with his father).
In 1920s there was an increased interest in childhood, education, various
experiments in this field. Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) and pedology (soon
to be banned) were at the top at that point. On the other hand there
was a definite need of a new system as the society broke free from the
old world including way of raising children. Children of October were
of a real interest as they were a complete new generation of a new
value system and ideology. One more possible reason for such interest
to children’s art in 1920s is that Russian avant-garde understood
children’s literary creativity as self-valuable and equal to adult’s.
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This book is an amazing evidence of the time and
everything of the above. It was made when the fight with illiteracy
was just in the beginning. But all these stories here were told,
and everything verbal became important at that point. These are
the real stories of real children survived during Civil War. Horrible
stories are put into non heroic context. It’s a possibility that the idea
of this compilation was to see how this childhood trauma affected
these children (there was a clear interest to freudism and psychology
as well). And maybe to look at this terrible context with such
absolutely unbiased, not politicized eyes of children.
Very soon these stories will be told only in propaganda
manner.

14

[ P R O PA G A N D A O F N U R S E R I E S I N K O L K H O Z ]

Getsov, G.B. Pochemu neobkhodimy iasli v kolkhozakh [i.e. Why the Nursery
in Kolkhoz is Necessary]. [Moscow]: Gosmedizdat, 1930. 8 pp. 17x13 cm.
In original illustrated wrappers. Near fine.

Worldcat locates
no copies.

Very rare.
This tiny brochure from the series ‘The Health of Kolkhoznik’
is dedicated to the explanation of the purpose of nurseries and why
they are good for the parents. The collectivization of its agricultural
sector in USSR started in 1928, so this brochure was supposed to reach
newly made kolkhoz and sovkhoz. The most interesting thing is that
the book explains basic simple things, e.g. children of different ages
need different care, and in the nursery there are medical personnel
and educators who understand this and can provide needed care. It is
also interesting to note unusual practices specific for kolkhoz: children
were examined after arrival, changed into clean clothes, and personal
clothes were put into a bag.
Another goal of this edition was to educate the mother nursery was a sort of a school for young mother where she could learn
while watching personnel how to properly handle children in terms of
hygiene especially. In fact nurseries reduce the mortality of children.
In the end, it is noted that a nursery is a way to relieve a peasant
woman from hardships and superstitions and that she builds a bright
future along with men. In USSR nurseries and kindergartens were being
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built since its first days as the young state needed millions of workers.
Maternity leave lasted for two months after the baby was born. Mothers
had to get back to work, there were no excuses.

Cover. No 14
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Cover. No 15

[CHILDREN’S LABOUR IN USSR]

Vtoroe rozhdenie: Trudovaia kommuna im. F.E. Dzerzhinskogo [i.e. The
Second Birth: Dzerzhinsky’s Working Commune]. Har’kov, 1932. 124, [4]
pp.: ill. 22x15 cm. In original publisher’s wrappers. Very good, slightly
rubbed, small tears and losses of small pieces of spine, Soviet bookshop’s
stamp on the recto of the rear wrapper, front wrapper is partly detached
from the block.

Worldcat locates
no copies.

The first and only edition. One of 3000 copies. Extremely rare.
Constructivist styled book design.
This edition is a detailed report of the 5 year work of the
Dzerzhinsky’s children’s working commune with statistical data and
richly illustrated by photographs of children and young people, produce,
working process. A very interesting section of the book includes
childrens’ life stories. The last pages of the book contain notes and
lyrics of Dzerzhinsky’s commune’s march.
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By the beginning of the 1920s there were about 6 million
homeless children in Russia as a result of the World War I and Russian
Civil War. In 1921 Felix Dzerzhinsky (1877-1926) announced the
idea of a working commune for children that will reduce the level of
homelessness. The first commune appeared near Poltava that year. In
1927 it moved to Khar’kov commune named after Felix Dzerzhinsky and
contained 60 children. During the first year a new commune organized
agricultural production to feed themselves and next year it was decided
to produce goods that are not available in the Soviet market. This
production allowed the communards to master complex professions.
As a result the Dzerzhinsky’s commune built the first Soviet factory of
electric drills and a little later they created the production of cameras.
In 1930s they published several guides to these products.

Front and back covers. No 15
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[ AVA N T - G A R D E A R C H I T E C T U R E O F W O R K E R S ’ C L U B S ]

Lukhmanov, N.V. Arkhitektura kluba [i.e. The Architecture of the Club].
[Moscow]: Teakinopechat’, 1930. 103, [1] pp.: ill., plans. 22x15 cm. In
original illustrated wrappers. Very good. Tears of the spine, some soiling
and general wear of the wrappers.

Worldcat locates
three copies
in USA (Getty,
Harvard, MOMA).

Rare. One of 5000 copies. Cover design contains Melnikov’s
design of the second floor of the club (ill. #17).
With 80 black and white designs, plans and photographs of
workers’ clubs including the most famous Moscow clubs: the Zuev
Workers’ Club, the Rusakov’s Workers’ Club, Kauchuk Factory Club.
The book is dedicated to the massive phenomenon of Soviet
workers’ clubs which construction occurred in 1920s. Social, idealogical,
educational functions were laid upon them when created in the
beginning of the century. This nature was very attractive for architects
of the time sparking with ideas. Almost all architects of 1920s thought
workers’ clubs should stand out from everything else. Clubs built in
1927-1930s were avant-garde innovations created by famous Vesnin
brothers, Melnikov, Golosov and others, and it’s well-known since 1930s
architecture and art in general had to take different turn towards
socialist realism and central state planning (after all the clubs in 1920s
were financed by unions). These clubs were last birds of free creative
process, and today they are world famous and considered architectural
monuments.
In this edition the author examines the problems of modern
architecture praising young constructivist architects who based their
designs first of all on a function of a future building (and that’s what
Soviet architecture and construction needed to be - functional in
opposition to old masters who are actively criticized). But as this book
is already like many others full of socialist ideology the author calls
for an unifying architecture style for clubs depending on its functions.
Lukhmanov met and talked several times with Konstantin Mel’nikov
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(1890–1974) who was one of the leaders of the constructivist
architecture. In this edition author repeatedly stated Mel’nikov’s opinion
and relied on his design principles.
But the most interesting in this edition is detailed analysis
of the club’s architecture - from the plan and building materials to its
interior design, furniture, and problems of comfort. The main idea of
this edition is still on the edge (like all art in 1930) - it calls for cultural
revolution according to a new ideology of building communism but it’s
still sees constructivism as a key for that.

17

[ S OV I E T L E I S U R E T I M E ]

Plotnikov, B.S. Deshovoye dachnoye stroitel’stvo: S fotografiiami, risunkami
i chertezhami [i.e. A Cheap Construction of Country Houses: With Photos,
Drawings and Plans]. Moscow: Tsentrozhilsoiuz, 1930. 96 pp. 25,5x17,5
cm. Original illustrated wrappers. Tears of the spine, rubbed, owner’s
signature on the title page. Otherwise good.

No copies found
at Worldcat.

Very rare. One of 4000 copies.
A great evidence of an important Soviet (and Russian)
phenomenon - dacha (i.e. country house). This is the first Soviet work
on the construction of country houses and organization of garden
cooperatives. This was a reaction to a series of government regulations
and documents on development of countryside gardens around cities
of the late 1920s. The book describes the foreign experience in the
construction of country houses and explains the importance of garden
cooperatives for Soviet people. The edition illustrated with photographs
of houses and garden furniture (even a photograph of a German ‘family
traveling by automobile with a tent, sleeping bags, folding table and
stools, and a folding boat’), large number of plans. This edition was
supposed to be used to build housed as it has detailed instructions.
Private dacha in the USSR was not only a place of rest and an
opportunity to provide itself with fruit vegetables for a whole year. It
was considered a sign of prosperity in the Soviet Union. They appeared
in the early 1930s and were small boardwalk or plywood country houses
designed for summer living. In the USSR, as in pre-revolutionary Russia,
country houses were often erected in one season, although their archi-
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tecture has changed significantly. Cottages of the Soviet era more like
a comfortable one-story huts (sometimes made of bricks) with a small
(closed or open) veranda, fruit trees and beds. But in the Soviet Union
there was also a «dacha aristocracy». So, already in the 1930s, there
were dacha-building cooperatives, that is, departmental settlements
for scientists, doctors, writers, employees of various state institutions.
Dacha construction was at first, as a rule, restrictive: land plots of no
more than 8 acres allocated in the suburban zone, were intended only
for vegetable gardens. Then on sites it was allowed to build sheds
for tools, and later - small unheated houses: first with an area of 16
square meters, and then up to 25 square meters. The second floors were
forbidden. There was no electricity, no running water. The dachas were
lit with kerosene lamps, food was cooked on a kerosene, and water was
extracted in the nearest pond. But it is nevertheless interesting how the
Soviet state tried to provide the builders of communism with summer
and weekend rest.

18

Worldcat
locates copies
at Columbia
University
Library, Getty
Research Library,
MIT Library,
Van Pelt Library
(University of
Pensylvania).

[ U T O P I A N H O U S E - C O M M U N E S O F E A R LY S O V I E T S ]

Doma-kommuny. Materialy konkursov: Vsesoiuznogo mezhvuzovskogo
konkursa na studencheskii dom-kommunu, [i] Konkursa Leningradskogo
soveta na doma-kommuny dlya rabochikh [i.e. Communal Apartment
Buildings. Materials from Competitions: All-Union Students’ Competition
for Communal Apartment Building, [and] Leningrad Soviet Competition
for Workers Apartment Building]. [Leningrad]: Kubuch, 1931. 84 pp.: ill.
26x36 cm. In original publisher’s card boards with cloth spine. Boards
are rubbed with some soiling and small tears. Otherwise a very good
clean copy.
Very rare. The first and only edition. One of 5100 copies.
This book is an incredible compilation of a unique experience
which young student architects had during the 1920s. They were
creating designs for this utopian future using mostly constructivist
elements. Design sketches presented in this book are themselves
unique and brilliant thanks to photomontage techniques. Constructivist
styled book design.
Communal apartment building (or house-commune) was con-
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sidered a bright architectural and social phenomenon of 1920s-30s
which embodied proletarian idea of socialization of everyday life - one
of the manifestations of the constructivist era. The commune house
was the sublime symbol of socialism in construction, the revolution
of the everyday life. The first commune house of Soviet architecture
was the experimental project conducted in 1920 by N. Ladovsky, the
ideologue of rationalism, an architectural avant-garde current parallel
to constructivism. The finest example of the commune house is without
a doubt the Narkomfin building, apartment building for workers in the
People’s Commissariat of Finance, built in 1928-1930 in Moscow by
architects M. Ginsburg and I. Milinis.
In this edition house-communes called ‘houses of reconstructive
period’ meaning from the ‘bourgeois’ house to the ‘socialist’ where
family structure should be destroyed. All processes should be divided
in such house: sleep, rest, eating, study and produce, raising children,
cultural maintenance, hygienic part, etc.
The Moscow Institute (VKhUTEIN) students presented a new
vision of house-commune. Their projects showed the influence of the
theoretical and practical views of I. Leonidov (1902–1959) who was
one of the brightest Soviet avant-garde architects and lived in the
house-commune.
Overall 20 design projects including works by Khidekel,
Rubanenko, Fromzel, Baranov, Rusakov, Gal’perin, Vernik, Gedike, E. Il’in,
A. Nikolaev, Chemodanov, Popov, Chaiko, and others.
Later real processes of the formation of everyday life testified
that the family was a stable primary unit of the society. The house
commune, based on the complete voluntary self-service of its members,
turned out to be a utopia, since it did not take into account the real
economic relations of people under socialism («from each according to
ability, to each according to work») and as a structural unit of society
did not develop.
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[ A RC H I T E C T U R A L E VO L U T I O N O F T H E 1 9 2 0 s ]

Khiger, R.I. Puti arkhitekturnoi mysli. 1917-1932 [i.e. Ways of Architectural
Thought. 1917-1932]. [Moscow]: Izogiz, 1933. 144 pp.: ill., 2 ill. 13x10
cm. In original printed wrappers. Few pieces of the wrapper missing,
covers detached from the block, loose, blue ink stain in the upper corner
of a few pages, soiling of the wrappers, a few pencil markings in the
text. Clean internally, a good copy.
Very rare. From the series «Library of the ‘Art’ Magazine» edited
by O.M. Beskin.
This book is a brilliant richly illustrated compilation on 192030s art and architecture with a focus on constructivism. With a folding
plate of a final design The Palace of the Soviets (this is one of the first
images accessible to the public).
Roman Khiger (1901-1985) was a Soviet architecture critic,
architect and engineer, one of the ideologists of constructivism. In
1930s he was one of the leading architecture critics in USSR. In 1928 he
on his own initiative wrote an article «On the Matter of Constructivism
Ideology in Modern Architecture» and brought it to the well-known
magazine ‘Sovremennaia Arkhitektura’ (i.e. Modern Architecture). In
that article he enunciated principles of constructivism and gave harsh
response to its critics. The article was published and Khiger was hired
and later became a deputy to Vesnin and Ginsburg on the editorial board.
He was the first to professionally characterize and describe Melnikov
and Golosov’s art, remarkable architects of 1920s constructivism whose
names were little known until 1980s.
This edition is divided into sections: period of romanticism and
symbolism, formalism, constructivism and functionalism, neoclassicism
and eclecticism, proletarian architecture, problems and perspectives of
a near future. WIth almost 30 black and white architecture designs and
photos. Among them are designs by Vesnin brothers, Golosov, Shchuko,
Shchusev, Fomin, Golosov, Leonidov, and some other distinguished
architects.
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[CONSTRUCTING MOSCOW BRIDGES]

Simonov, E.D. Mosty i naberezhnye stolitsy [i.e. Bridges and Embankments
of the Capital]. Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1938. 64 pp.: ill., 2 pl.
19x12 cm. In publisher’s printed wrappers. Near fine with small tear at
the bottom of the spine.

No copies found
at Worldcat.

One of 4000 copies. Scarce.
This is a very interesting edition which contains results of
the reconstruction of Moscow bridge system in 1936-38. In 1937 ten
bridges were simultaneously being built in Moscow. The black and
white photos and statistics of that massive construction are gathered
in this edition. The book can also serve as an evidence of the end of
architectural experiments - post-constructivist and Soviet art-deco - and
the rise of Stalinist architecture.
«Neither the American nor the German bridges have such
width. Only one Parisian bridge reaches a width of 40 meters, but the
roadway has only 20 meters. The new bridges of Moscow are the widest
in the world. Each of them has its own independent artistic appearance.
Colorful granite facing, cast iron products - such are the details of the
architectural design of the new bridges. Over five kilometers of railings
and over 300 masts were installed on them».
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[ A M E R I C A N R A I LWAY S TAT I O N S A S T H E E X A M P L E F O R S O V I E T
ARCHITECTS]

Semenov, A.M. Bol’shie vokzaly SSSR i za granitsei [i.e. Big Railway Stations
in USSR and Abroad]. Moscow: Transzheldorizdat, 1934. 84 pp.: ill., plans,
2 folding plans. 21x15 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Small parts
of the spine and covers missing, wrappers partly detached, small tears
of the wrappers. Otherwise good.
Worldcat locates
one copy in USA
(Getty Research
Institute).

One of 5170 copies. First and only edition. From the series
«Reconstruction of Railway Transport». Richly illustrated with more
than 60 black and white illustrations, photographs, plans.
A very interesting edition on the construction and reconstruction
of railway stations in USSR in 1930s. The description of the state of the
system and future plans (some were never executed) are interesting
as well as numerous reference to Western experience, especially USA.
In 1917 Lenin bequeathed to «catch up with the advanced countries
and outrun them also economically» which later became a political
cliche and motto, especially popular in 1950s, in the Cold War era. In
1928 Stalin proclaimed the necessity to outrun capitalistic countries
in technical and economical way as qiuckly as possible, and this is why
this edition is so attentive to Western experience.
Another interesting thing is a mentioning of a reconstruction
project of Kursky railway station in Moscow (a plan and design sketch
provided as well as a three-story detailed plan on the folding plates),
the biggest station at that time. But a different design was used for the
reconstruction.
The author explores a whole organism of a railway station types of stations, platforms, track diagrams, buildings and their location,
passenger traffic, categories of passengers and their needs (waiting
halls, restaurants, mother and child room, etc.).
The book was published a year before the opening of the first
line of the Soviet underground, it takes into account the impact of this
transport to the organization of passenger traffic and the location of
railway stations in the city.
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[ T E X T B O O K F O R A N E W G E N E R AT I O N O F A R C H I T E C T S ]

Gofman, V.L. Osnovy proektirovania promyshlennykh zdanii [i.e. Basics of
Designing Industrial Buildings]. Leningrad; Moscow: Gosstroiizdat, 1934.
423 pp.: ill., plans, photographs, 2 folding plans. 27х18 cm. In publisher’s
cloth. Very good. Some sunning to the binding.

No copies in
US libraries
according to the
Worldcat.
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First edition.
This is a first attempt of setting up an architectural method
of designing industrial buildings for future architects and engineers.
This is a thorough, almost step by step instruction, book on designing
manufactures. Interesting that author noted that it was important
to include chapters on architectural forms, and he did include them
but not in the beginning like in most textbooks of this kind but after
the more practical chapters on, for example, designing gatehouse for
the factory, workshops, domestic and office premises, how to organize
working territory etc. Descriptions and plans of existing factories in
USA, Germany and USSR are provided in the end as parts of general
planning chapter which also includes information of how to design
adjoining territory and organize the infrastructure.
With numerous black and white photographs and plans of
mostly constructivist and functionalist buildings from all over the
world (Le Corbusier, Vesnin brothers, Mendelson, Meyer et al.). Even
though Soviet architecture in 1930s went a very different from 1920s
direction students had to be educated using latest and best architecture
discoveries and examples.

[ S O V I E T S PA ]

Borokhovich, I. Sanatornyi kompleks: Printsipy proektirovaniia i normativnye
soobrazhenia [i.e. Sanatorium Complex. Design Principles and Standards].
Rostov-on-Don: Azovo-Chernomorskoe knigoizdatel’stvo, 1936. 73, [3]
pp.: ill. 25 x 17,5 cm. Original publisher’s wrappers. Text block detached
from the cover. Soiling to the wrappers. Owner’s markings in the text.
Otherwise very good.
Provincial edition, very rare. The first edition of the first practical
guide for architects on how to design sanatoriums (spa resorts).
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WorldCat locates
the only copy in
Canadian Centre
for Architecture
(Montreal,
Canada).

The welfare improvement caused an increase of the tourism
in 1930s, and the Black sea was the most popular destination among
Soviet people and even foreign tourists. The original public sanatorium
system was created in USSR. Initially the sanatoriums were much more
medical institutions than resorts. That’s why the head of sanatorium was
a head physician, there were medical housing and medical procedures.
In many Western countries (USA, Great Britain, France), the sanatoriums
existed exclusively as places for the treatment of tuberculosis before
the discovery of antibiotics. Sanatoriums in USSR for a long time were
spa resorts.
The edition contains a lot of photographs of the interior (living
rooms, dining rooms, treatment rooms - hydropathic room with baths,
low and high current rooms, room with light bath), people’s activities
(taking baths, exercises on the Swedish wall), as well as statistical
data, description of every department and housing. This is an excellent
evidence of the time: not only it provides a data on a very specific field
of architecture but also a glance at medical practices in early USSR.
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[LAST CONSTRUCTIVIST DESIGNS]

Sbornik kompozitsionnykh rabot studentov. #2 [i.e. Collection of Architectural
Designs by Students. #2]. Leningrad: Vserossiiskaia akademiia hudozhestv,
1936. 154 pp.: ill. In original publisher’s wrappers. Rubbed, small tears
of the spine, water stains on the margin throughout the copy. Otherwise
good.

No copies in USA
according to
Worldcat.

Very rare. One of 1000 copies. Book design by Mikhail Minkus
(1905–1963). This collection includes four student projects by Minkus
of the 1928–1930 as well as works by well-known Soviet architects
A. Arkin, R. Israelyan, Z. Brod, I. Rozhin, A. Velikanov, P. Abrosimov, A.
Khriakov, Ia. Rubanchik, L. Poliakov. Most of the rest designed Soviet city
housing in the 1930s.
This is the second collection of the best constructivist works
by students of the Faculty of Architecture at the Academy of Arts of
the 1928–1930. This time became the highest point of constructivist
period at the Academy when students created the purest constructivist
projects. Overall 70 works include commune houses, factories and other
designs of urban and industrial use.
Students’ works were never published except for the first
collection of 1929 (see our Winter Catalogue 2017), this collection of
1936 and of 1937. In contrast to the first collection in this edition
there are works on auxiliary disciplines too (drawing - from life and
architectural drawing).
These designs give a vivid image of an architecture process
that was taking place during 1920s in Russia. The highest point of
constructivist period at the Academy was during 1928-1930 when
the purest constructivist projects were created by the brightest young
architects like Rubanchik, Rozhin, Minkus. But published in 1936 when
Stalinist architecture was dominant these works looked out of date (yet
futuristic), and compilers had to explain themselves in the introduction:
«Refusal to display these materials, which draw the recent past of the
architectural school, would not allow us to look once again at the path
traveled by the Soviet architecture so that at the present stage of the
new searches, the direction presented here will be subjected to a new
criticism» (about constructivism).
Amazing collection of constructivist architecture designs
which were never brought to life.
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[DECOR OF THE BUILDINGS]

Krestov M.A. Kamenye shtukaturki [i.e. The Stone Plasters]. Moscow:
Vsesoiuznaia akademiia arhitektury, 1938. 68 pp.: ill. 22,5 x 15 cm. In
original publisher’s wrappers. Small tears and some losses of the spine,
crease of the front cover and the title page, owner’s pencil underlinings.

No copies in USA
according to
Worldcat.

The first edition.
This is a unique edition containing the plaster materials
classification (cement, lime, stone dust), the tables of stone plaster
ingredients and recipes of stone plasters, the cost of the plasters. The
book includes instructions for making plasters and ways to apply it
(decorative plastering provides final decor of the buildings). With 27
illustrations (photographs, drawings and schemes) including existing
examples of exterior decor of the building. It was published by
Laboratory of Finishing Works at the All-Union Academy of Architecture.
Mikhail Krestov was Soviet engineer and architect who wrote a row of
works on internal and external building decoration. His book is based
on the experience of Soviet construction of the 1934–1937.
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[ A L E X A N D R A E X T E R ’ S A RT W O R K ]

Tairov, A.Y. Zapiski rezhissiora [i.e. Director’s Notes]. [Moscow]: Kamerny
teatr, 1921. 193 pp.: ill. 23x16 cm. Original illustrated wrappers. Some
restoration of the covers and spine, some soiling, Soviet bookshop’s
stamp and label on the recto of the rear cover. Otherwise very good.
First edition. One of 3000 copies. Rare.
Initials, illustrations and cover design by Alexandra Exter
(1882–1949), one of the most experimental women of the Russian
avant-garde. She contributed to the success of Russian theatre scene:
three productions of the Kamerny Theatre in Moscow that she designed
(‘Thamyris the Citharist’, ‘Salome’ and ‘Romeo and Juliet’) are noted in
the history of art as true masterpieces marked by costume and stage
designs.
This is the first theatre analysis from the perspective of the
constructivist method. It includes Tairov’s notes about all parts of
theatre including actors, director, literature and music, costumes,
theatre atmosphere and audience, and how all these parts should
interact. Alexander Tairov (1885–1950) was Russian and Soviet actor
and director. He was a founder of the Kamerny Theatre (1914–1949), a
chamber theatre in Moscow. The decor for the theatre was designed by
members of OBMOKHU (Society of Young Russian Artists). There was
Konstantin Medunetskii, a Vladimir Tatlin’s and Alexander Rodchenko’s
student. In 1922-1931 Stenberg Brothers was also designing sets and
costumes for this theatre.
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[ S OV I E T F I L M A RT ]

Kollezhskii registrator [i.e. The Stationmaster]. [Moscow: MezhrabpomRus’, 1925]. 16 pp.: ill., photographs. 30,5х22,5 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers by I. Bograd. Near fine. Some soiling and slightly rubbed spine.

No copies in USA
according to
Worldcat.

28

One of 15000.
This edition is dedicated to the Soviet silent film which came
out in 1925. Scenes from the film with captions followed by small
excerption from original story - Alexander Pushkin’s classic novella ‘The
Stationmaster’. In 1927 Mary Pickford after coming back from Soviet
Russia in an interview she called The Stationmaster the best film she
watched there.
Israel Bograd (1899-1938) was a designer, graphic, poster
artist. He is mostly known for his works in advertising and film posters.
He based his works on contemporary Western and Soviet art, but his
posters of 1920-30s stylistically close to art deco were slightly standing
out from a number of works of the time. Characters of his posters
contrast with images forced by Soviet ideology. Nevertheless some of
his remarkable works are considered classic of Soviet advertising.
The film by Ivan Moskvin (1874-1946) was a Soviet actor and
director. This is the only film he directed.

[ M U S I C F O R T H E E X P E R I M E N TA L T H E AT R E ]

Fatum. Valse-Boston. Music by Rudolf Branzburg. Moscow: Self-published,
1926. 4 pp.: musical notes. 34x26,5 cm. In publisher’s constructivist
styled wrappers by Alexandr Frolov. Near fine. Small tears of the
extremities, bookshop’s ink stamp on the rear cover.

No copies in USA
according to
Worldcat.

Sheet of music. One of 1050 copies. Extremely rare.
This music was performed during ‘Rychi, Kitai!’ [i.e. Roar, China!]
play at Meyerhold’s theatre.
‘Roar, China!’ was written by futurist poet Sergei Tretiakov who
worked at Meyerhold Theatre where Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874-1940)
produced this play in 1926. Later it went on foreign tour, and on tour
of provincial theaters in the USSR. This play was very successful mainly
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because of its plot - fight of Chinese dockers against American
colonizers.

29

[ AVA N T - G A R D E C I N E M A ]

Levidov, M. Chelovek i kino: Estetiko-sotsiologicheskii etiud [i.e. Mankind
and Cinematography: An Aesthetic and Sociological Study]. Moscow: Kinoizdatelstvo RSFSR Kinopechat, 1927. 112 pp. 13,5 x 17,5 cm. Original
illustrated photomontage wrappers. Tiny tears of the spine, Georgian
stamp on the title page ‘From books of Nico Mitsishvili’. otherwise very
good.

Worldcat locates
6 copies in
US libraries
(Columbia,
MOMa, USC
Libraries,
University of
Illinois, University
of Chicago,
LACMA).

Very rare. First and only edition. One of 3500 copies.
The constructivist edition by Mikhail Levidov (1891–1942)
who was well-known Soviet writer and journalist of 1920s. Levidov was
the author of the articles on cinema, literature and theatre. He worked
with the avant-garde magazine LEF. In 1926 Levidov devised the ‘Big
Five’ of early Soviet cinema consisting of Kuleshov, Eisenstein, Pudovkin,
Vertov and Room.
This book is about a role of cinema in the lives of Soviet people
and people from capitalistic countries. He also systematised American
cinema dividing it into four categories and explain the reason why
these categories were unsuitable for Soviet viewers.
Nico Mitsishvili (1896–1937) was well-known Georgian writer
and poet, the member of the Georgian symbolist group Blue Horns. He
compiled and published in Russian the book ‘Poets of Georgia’ (1922),
which included translations of Blue Horn poets by Osip Mandelstam.
He met Mandelstam in Batumi in 1920 when he escaped from Civil
War to Georgia and was detained. These memories were written in
Mitsishvili’s ‘Shadow and Smoke’ (1930). He was also the chief editor of
the publishing house of the Russian-language newspaper Zaria Vostoka
where Vladimir Maiakovskii and Sergei Esenin worked.
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[ S OV I E T C I N E M A I N 1 9 2 0 s ]

A collection of rare survivals of the time - small fragile
brochures with ‘film librettos’, actors’ biographies, and articles.
The 1920s was the decade of the New Economic Policy in the
USSR, when a relaxation of state control of some industries gave people
a taste of mini-capitalism within the Communist economy. Privately
owned movie theaters prospered, and with them, the entire Soviet film
industry. But Russians were more attracted to American movies than
Soviet productions like the classic ‘Battleship Potemkin’. They idolized
Hollywood stars, particularly the glamorous couple Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford, known respectively as ‘Everybody’s Hero’ and
‘America’s Sweetheart’. The swashbuckling Fairbanks was a sex symbol,
and Pickford helped popularize the modern star system.
It reflects the ambivalent Soviet attitude toward Hollywood—a
mixture of admiration and repugnance. When Joseph Stalin became
dictator, the relative freedom the Soviet film industry enjoyed was
taken away. From that point forward, only films that satisfied «the basic
demands of the proletarian collective farm mass viewer» would be
made. Propaganda, not frivolities like slapstick, was the order of the day.

1) Spartak. Svezhii veter [i.e. Spartacus. A Fresh Wind]. Moscow:
Teakinopechat’, [1928]. [8] pp.: ill. 13,5x8,5 cm. Without wrappers as
issued. Near fine. Vertical crease.
The film ‘Spartak’ was not preserved. It was a silent Soviet
drama film based on the historical novel by Raffaello Giovagnoli.
Directed by Turkish director Muhsin Ertuğrul. The script was written by
the Ukrainian futurist poet Geo Shkurupii. The music score was written
by the famous Aram Khachaturyan (later he used it while creating his
masterpiece ballet ‘Spartacus’ (1954)). The film was made in 1926 at the
Odessa Film Factory (in 1927 it was named the best film studio in the
USSR) of the All-Ukrainian Photo Cinema Administration which was a
cinematographic state monopoly that united the entire film industry in
Ukraine (1922–1930). The film was first shown in 1926 in Kiev and in
1928 in Moscow.
More than 3000 citizens of Odessa was participating in its pro-
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duction. Ilya Il’f mentioned its shooting calling the film «something
very ancient Roman». The scandalous story of the production of the
‘Spartak’ was included in the original version of the novel «The Little
Golden Calf» by Il’f and Petrov.
‘A Fresh Wind’ was a social drama about a victory of fishermen
over rich extortionists, and a debut for all its creators: screenwriters
M. Zats and S. Reznikov, Ukrainian director Georgy Stabovoi, Soviet
cinematographer Daniil Demutsky (1893-1954) who later became one
of the greatest Soviet cinematographers, and almost all actors.
No copies in USA according to Worldcat.
2) Galkin, N.I. Bol’nye nervy [i.e. Sick Nerves]. [Moscow]: Teakinopechat’,
[1929]. 15, [1] pp.: ill. 17x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Front
wrapper is detached, some sunning. Otherwise very good.
A very interesting brochure on even more interesting agitfilm
called Sick Nerves, directed by Noi Galkin. It came out in 1928, and
was pretty long for that time - 59 minutes. The second title of the
film was Neurasthenia. In the brochure the film called science but it’s
a feature film that was supposed to show using expressive methods
phenomenons of a city life leading to neuroses, how nerves work, how
to live properly so to avoid such problems.
The brochure is dedicated to explain the subject of neurotic
diseases. «We can’t live and work. On the example of the main hero
of the film - the responsible worker Baturin - we see conditions which
helping the development of neurotic disease. Baturin is very dedicated
to his work and he doesn’t regulate his work contributing too much
and participating in many meetings, commissions without a rest or a
break. From here goes scandals at work and at home, desperation and
disbelief in his own powers».
No copies in USA according to Worldcat.
3) Spid. Papashin synok [i.e. Speed. The Prince of Pep]. [Moscow:
Kinopechat’, 1928]. 8 pp.: ill. 13,5x9 cm. Issued without wrappers. Near
fine. Small tear of p.1 and few spots.
A small brochure on two American movies.
‘Speed’ is a 1922 American action film serial directed by George
B. Seitz. The story is a typically convoluted serial plot.
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‘The Prince of Pep’ is a 1925 silent film western directed by Jack
Nelson and starring Richard Talmadge.
No copies in USA according to Worldcat.
4) Stel’makh, P. Deputat Baltiki [i.e. Baltic Deputy]. [Leningrad]: tip. Len.
pravdy, [1937]. 15 pp.: ill. 14,5x11,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers.
Near fine.
One more example of Soviet film propaganda.
Baltic Deputy is a Soviet feature film made in 1936 at Leningrad
Film Studio (the oldest Russian studio) by Alexander Zarkhi and Josef
Kheifits.
The action of the film is taking place in Petrograd of 1917
during the Revolution. While students involved in politics, many
professors and scientists are cautious towards the new government.
But the main character Dmitry Polezhaev accepted the Revolution and
started to teach Baltic Bolshevik sailors (later he becomes the ‘Baltic
deputy’). The prototype of the professor became the legendary Russian
scientist K.A. Timiryazev (1843-1920). Timiryazev was one of the few
outstanding Russian scientists who openly supported the Soviet regime.
Despite the agitation nature of the film it was awarded grand
prix at the International Exhibition of Decorative Arts in Paris (1937)
and brass medal at the Venice Film Festival (1946).
The brochure includes a narration of the film and two pages of
directors’ view.
Worldcat locates no copies.
5) Korolevich, V. Nata Vachnadze. 2nd edition. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926.
16 pp.: ill., port. 14,5x11,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Loss of
the small corner of 3 leaves including rear wrapper, some rubbings.
Otherwise very good.
Very rare. A short brochure about Natalia «Nato» Vachnadze
(1904-1953) who was a Georgian film actress. She started her career in
the silent film era, usually playing the screen character of an Ingénue,
an innocent and passionate young woman. She continued to work as an
actress during the sound era until her death in a plane crash in 1953.
One of the first film stars of the Soviet Union she received numerous
honors. Vachnadze was - together with her male colleague Igor Ilyinsky
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- one of the first film stars of the young Soviet Union, and was sometimes
called the Soviet Vera Kholodnaya, after the first film star of the Russian
empire, Vera Kholodnaya.
Worldcat locates 2 copies in USA (Stanford and Harvard
University).
6) Korolevich, V.V. Malinovskaya. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1927. 16 pp.: ill.
15x11,5 cm. In original wrappers. The rear wrapper is lost, faded owner’s
ink stamp on p.9. Otherwise near fine.
Very rare. A short brochure about Soviet actress Vera
Malinovskaya (1900-1988). She debuted in 1924 in a film «To Everyone’s
Joy» where she had a small part. But already next year she was casted
in a successful ‘The Stationmaster’ based on Pushkin’s novel. It made
her famous. In 1927, after her return from Soviet Russia, Mary Pickford
gave a lengthy interview in which she had such a passage: «In Russia,
I met a charming young Russian «star» - a tall girl with long blond
hair - she was the heroine of the best picture I’ve seen there, «The
Stationmaster». It is possible that she will come to America with my and
Douglas’ assistance. Needless to say how much she wants it.» And then
talking about her journey to Moscow the great American once again
recalls Malinovskaya: «Five or six actors came to meet us in Minsk,
including the «star» that I just mentioned in a simple chiffon dress. It
looked as if it was not less than four years old but it was cleaned and
repaired.»
Worldcat locates 4 copies in USA (Harvard, MOMA, Stanford
and University of North Carolina).
7) Ardi, Y.K. Chechiotka [i.e. Tap Dance]. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1927. 14,
[2] pp.: ill. 15x11,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Some soiling,
carefull restoration of the title and last page, otherwise very good.
One of 5000 copies.
A small brochure on a tap dance in a beautiful, very ‘twenties’
cover. Amazing how Soviet propaganda worked during that era! In this
brochure tap dance is called bourgeois dance through which dominant
class is trying to distract masses from their fight against the dominance
of the upper class. But at the same time author thinks that we need
‘purified version’ of tap dance which brings back simple ‘sailor’s dances’
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and displaces gloss of alien charleston and foxtrot (which were popular
in 1920s).
Still it carries some valid information on tap dance in America
and Europe, and its appearance in Soviet Russia. With black and white
photographs of tap dancers.
Worldcat locates a copy in Harvard.
8) Meri Pikford i Duglas Ferbenks v SSSR [i.e. Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks in USSR]. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926. 31 pp.: ill., port. 16,5x13
cm. In original photomontage wrappers by K. Vialov. Some rubbing and
restoration of wrappers, Soviet bookshop’s stamp on the back wrapper,
the side margin of p.15 is cut off (no damage to the text).
This are the notes by N.M Yakovlev made by him when
Hollywood couple Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks were in USSR. It
is known that they were in USSR but it is less known that they appeared
in a 1927 film made and set in Stalin-era USSR. Pickford never knew
they were in the film until many years later. Her final scene, in which she
embraces and kisses the Soviet leading man, actually lends the movie
its title: A Kiss From Mary Pickford.
Fairbanks and Pickford, who both admired Battleship Potemkin,
toured the Soviet Union in 1926 while on vacation. A director named
Sergei Komarov appeared with a newsreel crew and followed the
couple around, recording the trip on film. Fans mobbed the superstars
wherever they went. At Mezhrapom Film Studios, Pickford embraced
and planted a kiss on actor Igor Ilyinski as part of a photo op. Komarov
captured it all on camera. And then he decided to build a full-length
feature around this shot. Komarov actually intended A Kiss From Mary
Pickford as a critique of Soviet moviegoers’ hysterical adulation of
Hollywood stars. It was called ‘Americanitis’ by Komarov’s mentor, Lev
Kuleshov, who ironically was an admirer of director D.W. Griffiths and
Charlie Chaplin. Potselui Meri Pikford was itself influenced by the racy
pace of American slapstick comedies. With the presence of Fairbanks
and Pickford, it inadvertently glorified ‘Americanitis’ even more. Douglas
Fairbanks died without ever knowing he starred in a Soviet movie. Mary
Pickford was reportedly informed about it in the late 1940s.
Worldcat locates copies at Yale University Library, Amherst
College Library, University of North Carolina.
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9) Gekht, S.G. Bester Kiton [i.e. Buster Keaton]. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926.
14, [2] pp.: port. 15x11,5 cm. In original photomontage wrappers by K.
Vyalov but from the different edition (Abramov, A.N. Duglas Ferbenks
[i.e. Douglas Fairbanks]. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926). The title page
from Fairbanks’ edition is attached instead of p.3-4, a square piece of
p.7 (Keaton’s photo, 4,5x3,5 cm) is cut out, light restoration around a
staple (p.8).
A short brochure on American actor Buster Keaton who was
admired by general public and critics in USSR like everything else from
Hollywood in 1920s.
Wrappers designed by Piotr Galadzhiev (1900-1971), Soviet
actor, set designer and artist who besides participating in theatre
productions was also an illustrator for a few film magazines.
Worldcat locates copy at Yale University Library.
10) Arnoldi, E.M. Pod razvesistoi kliukvoi [i.e. Under Spreading Cranberries].
Moscow: teakinopechat’, 1928. 28, [4] pp.: ill. 16x11 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers by A. Ushin. Rubbed front cover, reattached title
page with some spots, careful restoration of some pages. Otherwise
very good.
A very interesting ironic edition on what interests foreigners in
Soviet Russia (mostly old pre-Revolutionary Russia) and foreign films
on Russian themes like ‘The Volga Boatman’ (1926), ‘The Eagle’ (1925),
‘The Queen of Spades’, ‘Love’ (1927). The author criticizes and laughs
how Russia is viewed abroad like an exotic lagging country: «As for us
it’s difficult to imagine American deserts without indians, cowboys on
mustangs and shooting from a huge Smith-Wesson, so for Americans
Russia seems most of all an exotic country with strange things up to
spreading cranberries and barbarian dish - samovar. But not only it
is difficult to imagine but unwanted. It’s not interesting to imagine
people from a distant exotic country wearing jackets, women wearing
short skirts and hats. Another thing - kokoshniks, spacious mantles like
cassocks, Boyar hats, sarafans...»
No copies according to Worldcat.
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Worldcat locates
copies in Bowdoin
College Library,
USC Library.

[ P U D O V K I N ’ S FA M O U S E D I T I N G T E C H N I Q U E S ]

Pudovkin, V.I. Kinostsenarii: Teoriya stsenariya [i.e. Film Script: The Theory
of a Script]. Moscow: Kinopechat’, 1926. 64 pp. 15x11 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Rear wrapper is detached and the front wrapper
is almost detached from the text block, low margin of p.19 is cut off.
Otherwise very good.
The first book by Vsevolod Pudovkin (1893-1953), a Russian
and Soviet film director, screenwriter and actor. Pudovkin, proves just
how integral Russian film was to cinema at the beginning of the 20th
century by providing his own montage theory, slightly different from that
of Eisenstein, that formed the foundation of the classic Hollywood style
of editing, which is used in almost every film today. «The foundation
of film art is editing.» In this edition he for the first time describes his
editing techniques: contrast, parallelism, symbolism, simultaneity, and
leit motif. Each of these techniques are in every editor’s arsenal and
used in virtually every film made around the world.
The constructivist design of the wrappers by Piotr Galadzhiev
(1900-1971), Soviet actor, set designer and artist who besides
participating in theatre productions was also an illustrator for a few
film magazines. He also designed covers for the film magazine KinoEye and for the popular film library Kinopechat, for which he produced
a cover for the 1926 pamphlet on Sergei Eisenstein and his famous film
‘Battleship Potemkin’.
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[ E X P E R I M E N TA L T H E AT E R S T O G O A C R O S S T H E S O V I E T
UNION]

Moskovsky gosudarstvenny kamerny teatr. Gastrol’naia poezdka po SSSR.
Leto 1928 [i.e. The Moscow Kamerny Theatre. Tour Across the USSR.
Summer of 1928]. Moscow, 1928. 30, [2] pp.; ill., facs., port. 26x17,5 cm.
In original wrappers. Damp stain on the side margin of the front cover
and few pages. Otherwise very good.
No copies at the
Worldcat.
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Very rare. With many black and white photographs of
productions and set designs.
This prospectus is dedicated to the summer tour of 1928 of the
Moscow Kamerny Theatre. It includes portraits of the company including
Alexander Tairov and Alisa Koonen, route (Baku, Kiev, Leningrad and
others) and repertoire. Articles from theatre magazines and amazing
and rare stage photographs are provided for Desire under the Elms, The
Storm by Ostrovsky, Rozita, Antigone, Adrienna Lekuvrer, Day and Night,
Girofle-Giroflia, Sirokko.
The Kamerny Theatre in Moscow for the 35 years, this small,
intimate experimental theatre became «recognized as a major force
in Russian theatre» getting awards in different European countries
at salons and exhibitions. For three decades the theater survived the
effects of the Russian Revolution by remaining unpolitical, instead
adopting a post-revolutionary romantic idealism and relying heavily on
classical material from the east and west. But in 1928 the Kamerny put
on Purple Island by Mikhail Bulgakov, which was a satire that openly
mocked the government. So this is the last tour before Tairov and his
theatre became ostracized for their experiments.

Gosudarstvenny teatr imeni Vs. Meierholda. Gastrol’naia poezdka po SSSR.
Leto 1927 [i.e. Tour Across the USSR. Summer of 1927]. Moscow, 1927. 32
pp.: ill., port. 26x17,5 cm. Without a wrapper, pencil signature on the
title page. Otherwise very good.
Very rare.
This prospectus is dedicated to the summer tour of 1927 of the
Meyerhold Theatre. It includes portraits of the company, e.g. Vsevolod
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Worldcat locates
copies in Harvard,
Columbia, UCLA.

Meyerhold, Igor Il’insky, Zinaida Raikh, route (Baku, Tiflis, Krasnodar,
Leningrad and others) and repertoire. Articles from theatre magazines
and valuable photographs of set constructivist decorations and
productions are provided for The Forest (by Ostrovsky), D.E., Professor
Bobus, Mandat, Roar, China!, Revizor. Also the brochure includes articles
on music in Revizor production and article titled «Spectator from the
Red Army about Revizor at Meyerhold’s».
Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874-1940) was a Russian theatrical
producer, director, and actor whose provocative experiments in
nonrealistic theatre made him one of the productive forces in modern
theatre. Meyerhold founded his own theatre in 1920, which was
known from 1923 as the Meyerhold Theatre until 1938. He inspired
revolutionary artists and filmmakers such as Sergei Eisenstein, who
studied with him. In the early 1930s, when Joseph Stalin repressed
all avant-garde art and experimentation, his works were proclaimed
antagonistic and alien to the Soviet people. Before his death he was
tortured and executed by the state (cleared of all charges in 1955).
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